
TOWARDS BETTER LANGUAGE MODELS FOR SPONTANEOUS SPEECHB. Suhmy, A. Waibel y;zy Carnegie Mellon University (USA) z Karlsruhe University (Germany)5000 Forbes Avenue Am Fasanengarten 5Pittsburgh PA 15213, USA 76131 Karlsruhe, GermanyABSTRACTIn our e�ort to build a speech{to{speech translation sys-tem for spontaneous spoken dialogs we have developedseveral methods to improve the language models of thespeech decoder of the system. We attempt to take advan-tage of natural equivalence word classes, frequently occur-ing word phrases, and discourse structure. Each of thesemethods was tested on spontaneous English, German andSpanish human{human dialogs.1. INTRODUCTIONThe goal of the JANUS project is multi-lingual ma-chine translation of spontaneously spoken dialogs ina limited domain: two people scheduling a meetingwith each other. We are currently working with En-glish, German, and Spanish as source languages andGerman, English, and Japanese as target languages.Table 1 shows the size of training and test set for theEnglish, German and Spanish Spontaneous Schedul-ing Task databases (ESST, GSST, SSST) used for allexperiments reported in this paper, and the coverageof the dictionary over the test set. 1ESST GSST SSST# Training Dialogs 136 192 96# Training Tokens 43 K 44 K 36 K# Test Dialogs 14 10 10Coverage 98% 95% 94%Table 1: Training and Test Set for ESST, GSST andSSSTSpontaneous speech is challenging to recognize,because of acoustic and grammatical disuencies, whichare frequent especially in spoken human{human di-alogs. In addition, the collection and transcription1A training token can either be a regular word or a noiseword. Dialogs typically consist of 8{10 utterances, and an ut-terance of 20{50 tokens. The coverage is the percentage of thewords in the test set that also occur in the training set.

of spontaneous dialogs is a costly and time consum-ing process. Therefore, the development of languagemodels for tasks like Scheduling has to take into ac-count the highly ungrammatical and disuent natureof word sequences and the very limited amount oftraining data in form of transcripts.First, we report on how we applied and extendedan automatic word clustering algorithm which natu-rally �nds classes of words optimized for perplexityreduction. Then, we propose a word phrase bigramlanguage model to reduce perplexity as well as auto-matically de�ne common word phrases or idioms in agiven task. Finally, we describe an attempt to takeadvantage of semantic and discourse knowledge bydynamically interpolating a set of sublanguage mod-els trained on speci�c concepts or speech{acts.2. CLUSTER BASED LANGUAGEMODELSWord class based language models have been sug-gested in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4]. Instead of estimat-ing the probabilities of word N{grams 2 P (wi j wi�1)a word class based model assigns each word wi toa class C(wi) and estimates probabilities of class N-grams P (C(wi) j C(wi�1)) and class membership dis-tributions P (wi j C(wi)). The number of classes istypically one to two orders of magnitude smaller thanthe number of unique words in a task, thus reducingthe number of free parameters of the language model.Therefore, word class based models are particularlyuseful for training on smaller amounts of data.The main issue for a word class language modelis how the assignment of words to classes is found.Parts{of{Speech have been used and lead to perplex-ity reductions. In a di�erent approach, Jelinek [1]2In this paper we consider only bigram probabilities forsimplicity and due to the fact the higher order models typi-cally need more training data than is available for spontaneousdatabases. cASJ 1994



proposed a method to �nd nuclear parts{of{speechbased on a mutual information criterion.We applied another approach proposed by Kneser [4]which learns word equivalence classes automaticallyto minimize the perplexity of the resulting class bi-gram model. In a clustering algorithm, the (arbi-trary) initial assignment of words to classes is changedto minimize the perplexity on independent data. Astep in the clustering involves moving one word toa new cluster and checking the leaving{one{out per-plexity [5] as optimization criterion. This criterionallows training data to be used as independent databy simulating unseen events.We extended the method by applying a simulatedannealing technique to prevent the clustering fromrelaxing into a local optimum. Instead of moving aword to a new cluster only if resulting in a decrease ofthe leaving{one-out perplexity, we allow an increasewhich is determined by the annealing function andconverges to zero with increasing number of itera-tions.We generated cluster bigram models on ESST,GSST, SSST and the ATIS data of November '92.For all databases, the number of clusters proved to bea quite robust parameter of the model, with a (veryat) optimum around 150 clusters. Table 2 comparesthe perplexities for the word bigram, word trigramand cluster bigram model.ESST GSST SSST ATISWord Bigrams 38 82 74 20Word Trigram 36 75 67 15Cluster Bigrams 39 84 73 20Word & Cluster Bigrams 35 73 66 19Table 2: Perplexities of Word{N{Gram and ClusterBigram ModelOn our Scheduling databases, the linear interpo-lation of the cluster with the word bigram model re-duces perplexity signi�cantly compared to the wordbigram model, and only very slightly when comparedto the word trigram model. For the ATIS databaseswith an order of magnitude more language modeltraining data, the cluster model doesn't yield im-provements.Across languages, the clusters represent in partsemantic or syntactic categories such as weekdays,months, numbers and conjunctions, or expressionswith similar meaning such as to be busy/availableand to express consent/disagreement. This obser-vation inspired applications of the clustering beyondlanguage modeling to corpus{based learning of trans-lation of spontaneous speech.

3. WORD PHRASE BASED LANGUAGEMODEL3.1. MOTIVATION AND APPROACHLooking at the transcripts we noticed that certainword phrases are very frequent. For instance in ourEnglish database, the most frequent word sequencesinclude \I'll see you then", \I'll meet you from", \I'mout of town", \in the afternoon", \in the morning".To take advantage of this observation we proposeto build a language model which bundles sequencesof words into frequently occuring phrases. Our ap-proach is to build a bigram model where the tokenscan be both single words and sequences of words. Forinstance for the sentence \I'll be out of town", in-stead of looking at the word bigrams \I'll be", \beout", \out of" and \of town" one may consider thebigrams \I'll be" \be out of town".However, introducing word sequences as additionaldictionary entries will in general increase the sparse-ness of the training data and thus deteriorate thequality of the probability estimates for the bigrams.Therefore, word phrases may not be arbitrarily in-cluded in the model. Instead, we suggest to determinethe word sequences automatically in an optimizationalgorithm towards reducing test set perplexity.3.2. THE WORD PHRASE FINDINGALGORITHMThe structure of the optimization algorithm is verysimilar to the algorithmKneser [4] suggested to auto-matically cluster words. The basic idea is to improvethe optimization criterion by making local optimiza-tions. After choosing a sequence of words as a wordphrase candidate, we create a language model includ-ing the new word phrase and determine its leaving{one{out perplexity. Word phrase candidates whichdon't decrease perplexity are removed from the dic-tionary of the language model, before the next itera-tion begins with choosing the next candidate.The selection of word phrase candidates is cru-cial to make the algorithm computationally e�cient:with dictionaries in the order of thousands of wordsthere are already millions of possible word pairs. Wesuggest to choose the candidates according to theirmutual information, i.e. we consider the pair of to-kens ti, tj as next candidate to form a word phraseti tj which has maximal mutual informationlog P (ti; tj)P (ti)P (tj)among all possible pair of tokens, according to thecurrent dictionary.



A closed formula for the leaving{one{out logprobLPLO = NXi=1 logP (ti j ti�1)where N is the number of tokens tj in the trainingset, can be derived similarly to the cluster bigrammodel, which is described in detail in [4]. However, tohave a meaningful comparison between the perplexityof a regular word bigram and a word phrase bigrammodel, words within a phrase have to be counted asseparate words when computing perplexity. There-fore, we need to normalize LPLO by the number ofwords W occuring in the training set and usePPLO = e� 1W LPLOinstead of LPLO as optimization criterion.3.3. WORD PHRASE LANGUAGEMODELSTable 3 shows perplexities for the word phrase mod-els, their dictionary sizes and how many of the dic-tionary entries are actually word phrases. Comparedto the word bigram model, the word phrase modelyields modest perplexity reductions.ESST GSST SSST ATIS Nov92Perplexity 35 78 70 18Dictionary Size 1246 2052 1416 1863# Word Phrases 121 115 51 170Table 3: Word{Phrase Bigram ModelFrequency of occurrence, mutual information andperplexity are closely related concepts in the con-text of word phrase �nding. However, looking at thelist of word sequences ordered by frequency of occur-rence in the corpus, one notices that the optimizationtowards minimal leaving{one{out perplexity doesn't�nd just the most frequent sequences of words, sincethere is a complex interaction between lowering per-plexity in the immediate context when forming a wordphrase and deteriorating the probability estimates forbigrams which contain substrings of the word phrase.4. STATISTICAL DIALOG MODELINGAs recent studies [6] show, negotiations between hu-man partners, as in our Scheduling domain, tend tobe highly disuent, both with respect to non{speechevents and the structure of the utterances. However,signi�cant constraints are embedded in semantics anddiscourse. We attempted to take advantage of thesehigher{level constraints in a language model which

dynamically adapts according to current predictionsabout the dialog state, extending work by Pierac-cini [7] and Ward [8].We used output of the robust semantic parserPHOENIX [9] to automatically label di�erent parts ofa sentence with frames and slot �llers, and to extractthe sequence of top{level slots and the correspondingsequences of words. A junk slot absorbs all wordswhich are not covered by the semantic grammar.Slot Training Dictionary Perplexitygive-info 15 K 493 34temporal 8 K 393 38suggest-time 6 K 307 33interject 6 K 327 17junk 20 K 1059 50Table 4: Slot Sublanguages for ESSTThen, we trained word bigram language modelsP (wi+1 j wi; Si) for each slot Si (which represents asemantic concept or speech{act), and a slot bigrammodel P (Sj+1jSj). Table 4 shows the size of thetraining text for each slot, the dictionary size andthe test set perplexity for the sublanguage models ofthe most frequent slots. As can be seen, there is asigni�cant variation in dictionary size and perplexity.In the speech decoding process, we adapt the lan-guage model dynamically by interpolating the slot{dependent bigram models according to the currentprediction of the next slot P (Si j Si�1). One canimagine the search for word sequences as a hiddenMarkov process with its states being the top{levelslots, representing the current dialog state.ESST GSSTWord Bigram 38 82Static Interpol. 80 201Dynamic Interpol. 37 80Table 5: Perplexities for Slot{Dependent ModelsTable 5 compares the perplexities of the dynamicslot{dependent model with the regular word bigrammodel and a model which interpolates the sublan-guage models for each slot statically (i.e. each sub-language model is assigned equal weight). As canbe seen, the slot{dependent model doesn't yield sig-ni�cant improvements over the regular word bigrammodel. The high perplexity for the static interpola-tion shows that a good prediction of the next slot iscrucial. However, the slot-dependent model reached aslot prediction accuracy of only about 55%. Improv-ing the slot prediction by using a slot{trigram modelwas not possible due to sparsity of training data onour still fairly small spontaneous databases.



5. RECOGNITION RESULTSWe tested the described language models with theJANUS speech recognizer which is described in moredetail in [10]. The acoustic modeling is based on a hy-brid HMM and LVQ algorithm with a set of context{dependent phonemes and separate noise models. Onthe well known Resource Management task, this rec-ognizer achieves a word accuracy of above 94%. Boththe cluster and word phrase bigrammodel can be eas-ily incorporated in a forward decoding pass of a timesynchronous viterbi beam search.ESST GSSTWord Bigrams 61% 59%Cluster Bigrams 59% 59%Word Phrases 66% 61%Slot Dependent 60% 58%Table 6: Preliminary Word Recognition AccuraciesThe results are shown in Table 6. The clustermodel did not improve recognition performance, butslightly degraded it, despite having reduced the taskperplexity. The word phrase model improved recog-nition performance for all languages.In addition, we tested the long range slot depen-dent model by rescoring lattice output of the recog-nizer in a A* search decoding pass. However, no im-provements in word accuracy could be obtained.As recent studies show [11, 12], human{humandialogs are signi�cantly more disuent than human{machine dialogs. Therefore, our human{human sche-duling dialogs are very challenging to recognize, lead-ing to signi�cantly lower word accuracies than onwell{known tasks like Wall Street Journal or ATIS.6. CONCLUSIONWe reported on three approaches to improve languagemodels in spontaneous spoken dialog tasks, acrossseveral languages. A clustering algorithm which nat-urally �nds classes of words reduced the perplexity ofthe resulting word class bigram model, but did notreduce the word error rate when incorporated in thespeech decoder. However, the word classi�cations ob-tained can be used for other problems, e.g. automati-cally inferring grammars. The proposed word phrase�nding algorithm can de�ne common word phrasesor idioms in a given task. The word phrase bigramlanguage model obtained could both reduce perplex-ity and improve recognition performance. Extremesparsity of training data for most of the sublanguagesmay be a reason that the approach to statistical dia-log modeling didn't yield major improvements yet.
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